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Figure 4.2 is a second screenshot taken from the BECTA self-review framework (http://matrix.
becta.org.uk) and shows collated benchmarking data for a sample school. The charts quickly highlight that the school is performing well in terms of Elements, 1, 2, 4 and 5 but performs less well
with regard to the other elements, in particular Elements 6, 3 and 8. This may require prioritized
action in order for the school to address any underlying problems and is an extremely useful selfanalysis that should feed directly into the school’s SEF.
The framework enables users to look more closely at potentially weaker areas, consequently
Figure 4.3 scrutinizes progress against Element 6, ‘Extending Opportunities for Learning’ by strand
and by aspect.
Figure 4.3 indicates that the weakest area assessed lay within strand 6a, ‘Awareness and understanding’ where none of the self-evaluation statements were higher than Level 5, representing
only localized development. Clearly the school needs to review the manner in which it is preparing and planning for extended learning opportunities. Also within strand 6b, the first aspect
needs to be examined as this too fell significantly below benchmarked schools and this school’s
other scores within the element.
The final figure (4.4) is taken from the action planner for strand 6a and highlights the information available within the matrix relating to the targeted strand. The matrix has highlighted a
serious gap in development within this school and directed appropriate action.
Use the reports to identify your priorities and aim to produce a report and evaluation of the
exercise that will be delivered to staff and governors in which priorities for the short, medium and
long term are highlighted.

Figure 4.3 Element 6 breakdown by aspect (reproduced with permission from BECTA)
Available on the net at http://www.sagepub.co.uk/wrightbk1
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